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Introduction.

The purpose of this note is to answer the following problem.

Problem. Let P be a propositionalletter and G{P) a formula. Does the set

{A＼＼-G(A)} always have the least and the greatest elements unless it is empty?

To be accurate, of course, the above problem must be understood ia the

Lindenbaum algebra.

The answer is "no" if I― denotes the provability in the intuitionisticlogic

(§1), while "yes" if the classicallogic is concerned with (§2).

The author expresses his thanks to Dr. Masazumi Hanazawa, who raised him

the above problem.

§1. The intuitionistic case.

In this section we understand by 1―the provabilityin the intuitionisticlogic.

Then the problem is negative since Proposition 1 below shows an example of a

non-empty set which has neither the least nor the greatest element.

Proposition 1. Let Q and R be distinctpropositionalletters and G(P) he the

formula [F~Q]V[P~i?].

1°) I-G(<?) and ＼-G(R).

2°) There is no formula B such that (a) HG(fi) and (b) // ＼-G(A) then

h-BZDA for every A.

3°) There is no formula B such that (a) ＼-G(B) and (b') // ＼-G(A) then

＼-AZ)B for every A.

Proof. 1°) is clear.

2°) We assume, on the contrary to the conclusion, that any formula B
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satisfying (a) and (b) is given. By 1°)and (b) we have ＼-BzdQ and ＼-B~dR,

from which together with (a) follows I-[QZ)/?] V[/?Z)Q] which is absurd.

Hence no such B exists,

3°) is proved similarly. □

§2. The classical case.

In this section we understand by I―the provability in the classicallogic.

Then we see by Proposition 2 below that the set ＼A＼＼-G{A)}has the least

element ―>G(F) and the greatest element G(T) unless it is empty, where for

brevity's sake we assume that the prepositionalconstants T (truth) and F (falsity)

are admitted. So the problem stated in the introduction is affirmative.

We remark that Proposition 2, 4°)has, essentially,already been obtained in

Maehara fl. Appendix!.

Proposition 2. Let be given a proportional letter P and a formula G(P).

1°) h-G(i4)=)[->G(F)Z)^].

2°) l-G(A)DG(-iG(F)).

3°) hG(^)=)[^=)G(T)].

4°) t-G(A)Z3G(G(T)).

Proof. We firstremark the facts that

＼-AZ)lA~T], ＼--iAZ3＼lA~F], ＼-lA~B]Z)lG(A)~G(BX＼,

and so

＼-AZ)[.G(A)~G(T)], h-i>l=3CG(i4)~G(F)], ＼-G{T)AG(F)-dG(A).

1°) follows from I―iAd[G04)~G(F)].

2°) From I―i-<G(F):d[G(-iG(F))~G(F)] it follows Hi4AG(F)ZD[G(y4)Z)

G(-iG(F))], while from 1°)it follows h--"i4A-≪G(F)Z)[G(i4)DG(-iG(F))]; so

h―i[i4~-iG(F)]=5[G(i4)DG(-iG(F))], from which together with HD4~-iG(F)]

=)CG(^)~G(-iG(F))] follows 2°).

3°) follows from ＼-An[G(A)~G(T)].

4°) From h―i4=>[G(i4)~G(F)] and HG(r)AG(F)=DG(G(J1)) it follows

H-i^AG(T)Z)[G(^)Z)G(G(21))], while from 3°)it follows [-AA-iG(T)Z)[G(A)Z)

G(G(T))3; so h--'[^~G(T')]Z)[G(^)3G(G(r))], from which together with

K^~G(T)]iD[G(^)~G(G(r))] follows 4°). □

Next, consider the following modified problem.

Problem. Let P be an n-ary predicate letter and G(P) a formula. Does the set



Existence of the Least and the Greatest Elements

{Xxx ･■･xnA(xlt ･･■,xn)＼k-G(Xx! ■■■xnA(xu ■･･,xn))}

always have the least and the greatest elements unless it is empty?
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The answer is "no" as the following proposition shows. The proof is similar

to that of Proposition 1 sinceitis not the case that F-Vx[QxZ)/?x]vVx[i?x3Qx].

Proposition 3. Let Q and R be distinctunary predicate letters and G{P) be

the formula Vx[Px~Qx]VVx[Fx~i?%].

1°) ＼-G{lxQx) and ＼-G(lxRx).

2°) There is no XxB{x) such that (a) ＼-G(XxB(x)) and (b) if {-G(lxA{x)) then

h-V x)ZDA(x)2 for every XxA{x).

There is no XxB{x) such that (a) ＼-G(XxB(x)) and (b')if ＼-G(XxA(x))then

＼-＼fx[A(x)Z)B(x)~]for every AxA(x).
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